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Abstract: Hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) enable higher fuel-efficiency compared to conventional
vehicles. The main potential for fuel efficiency lies in the choice of torque split between
the internal combustion engine and the electric motor and the gear shifting strategy. In the
framework of a predictive control strategy, the vehicle velocity can be considered as another
degree of freedom. To achieve minimum fuel consumption, the right choice for these three
degrees of freedom over time has to be found.
In this paper, a discrete dynamic programming approach is used to find a global optimal solution
for fuel efficiency potential analysis, optimizing torque split, gear shifting and velocity trajectory.
For illustration, the results for a parallel hybrid electric passenger car are shown.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to increasing fuel prices and stricter environmental
regulations, fuel economy in cars and trucks becomes more
and more important.
One approach to reduce fuel consumption is economic
driving, i.e. the velocity is varied in a way that the fuel con-
sumption is minimized. There have been several publica-
tions on this topic using different optimization approaches,
e.g. dynamic programming, Hellström et al. [2010], Pon-
tryagin’s minimum principle, Petit and Sciarretta [2011].
These have been applied to identify fuel optimal driving in
conventional cars and trucks (Hooker [1988], Terwen et al.
[2004]), fuelcell cars (Sciarretta et al. [2004]) and electric
cars (Petit and Sciarretta [2011]).
Hybrid powertrains are a different approach to increase
fuel efficiency. Almost every car manufacturer is now of-
fering hybrid cars. Due to the second energy source in
hybrid vehicles, the powertrain becomes more complex.
In addition to the efficient components, a good control
strategy for energy sources is essential for low fuel con-
sumption. Developing optimal control strategies has been
subject to research for some time. For previous work on
energy management on hybrid vehicles, see Sciarretta and
Guzzella [2007], Pisu and Rizzoni [2007] and Bender et al.
[2013].
Combining both hybrid powertrains and eco-driving, for
example as predictive cruise control, would lead to further
fuel saving potential. However, there is only limited liter-
ature on eco-driving for hybrid vehicles.

? This work is part of the “Promotionskolleg Hybrid”, a cooperation
between science and industry, funded in part by the Ministry of
Science, Research and the Arts of the State of Baden-Württemberg,
Germany.

Kim et al. [2009] propose a model predictive controller
optimizing both velocity profile and torque split with a
gradient based optimization. The cost function for the
torque split is formulated similar to the cost function in the
equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS)
and the equivalence factor is calculated similarly to an
adaptive ECMS, see for example Musardo et al. [2005].
However, this work does not take into account road grades.
In van Keulen et al. [2009] and van Keulen et al. [2010],
optimal velocity profiles for parallel hybrid trucks are
studied. In their work, the shape of the velocity trajectory
is predefined: the route is divided into segments of constant
power request, where the velocity trajectory is divided into
four phases: max. power acceleration, constant velocity,
coasting and max. power deceleration. The velocity tra-
jectory is designed in order to maximize energy recovery
potential, while minimizing the fuel consumption.
In Ngo et al. [2010], dynamic programming with underly-
ing adaptive ECMS is used to obtain optimal torque split,
gear shift and velocity trajectory. Gear shift and torque
split are both determined by the adaptive ECMS algo-
rithm. If charge sustainment is not achieved, the starting
equivalence factor is updated iteratively.
Another work, Mensing et al. [2012], uses dynamic pro-
gramming in combination with the identified energy man-
agement system (EMS) of a Toyota Prius II, thus the
optimal velocity trajectory for a given EMS is obtained.
Here also the battery state of charge (SoC) is taken into
account in the dynamic programming, leading to charge
sustainment without further iterations.
All of this work either does not optimize the EMS
(van Keulen et al. [2010], Mensing et al. [2012]) or
uses an instantaneous strategy where the trip informa-
tion is introduced by an (adaptive) equivalence factor
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Fig. 1. powertrain configuration.

(Kim et al. [2009], Ngo et al. [2010]).
In this work, an approach for analysis of fuel efficiency
potential is proposed, where torque split, gear shift and ve-
locity trajectory are all optimized using the dynamic pro-
gramming method. For details on dynamic programming,
see Bertsekas [2007]. Instead of using a velocity range
in combination with a constraint on the final time, the
method proposed here uses a velocity range in combination
with weights on the velocity deviation. With this, there is
no need to include a time state and therefore computation
effort is decreased. However, the final time for a driving
cycle can vary for different weightings. Also, additional
comfort criteria to reduce gear or engine toggling are
introduced.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the vehicle
model is shown. In Section 3, the optimal control problem
is constructed. Simulation results are shown in Section 4
and Section 5 gives concluding remarks.

2. VEHICLE MODEL

The passenger car dealt with in this work is a paral-
lel hybrid-electric vehicle (HEV), in which the internal
combustion engine (ICE) and electric motor (EM) are
separated by a clutch, see Fig. 1. In combination with
electrified auxiliaries, this allows pure electric driving and
coasting with both ICE and EM switched off. The ICE
is a 225 kW homogenous gasoline engine. For the electri-
cal system, a 20 kW EM in combination with a 0.8 kWh
lithium-ion battery pack is used. The passenger car has an
automatic gearbox.
The road data is given in form of a road grade γ(s) and a

desired velocity vdes(s) both depending on vehicle position
s.
For the analysis of the driving strategy, a simple longitu-
dinal model is sufficient. Therefore, a model similar to the
one presented in Guzzella [2005] is used. The longitudinal
dynamics are described as follows:

v̇ = a =
1

meff
·
(
Fair + Fg + Froll + Fpower −

Tbrk

rwhl

)
, (1)

where meff is the effective mass, consisting of the vehicle
mass m and the inertia of rotational parts, e.g. axes,
wheels, engine and motor. Tbrk is the torque of the service
brakes and rwhl is the wheel radius. Fair is the drag force
from air resistance, Fg the force resulting from road grade
and Froll is the rolling resistance. They are given by the
following equations:

Fair = −Cair · v2, (2)

Fg = −m · g · sin γ, (3)

Froll = −m · g · µr(v) cos γ, (4)

U0

R I

Ubat

Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit model of the lithium-ion battery
pack

where Cair is the air resistance coefficient, g is the gravity
of earth and µr is the rolling coefficient given by a 1D look-
up table depending on the vehicle velocity. The powertrain
force Fpower consists of all engine torques and the losses in
the powertrain. It can be written as follows:

Fpower =
1

rwhl
· (((Tice + Tem − Tclt) · igear

− Tgear − Tra) · ira), (5)

where Tice and Tem are the ICE respectively EM torque,
Tgear is the gearbox friction torque, depending on the
torque input, gear and speed, Tra is the rear axle friction
torque also depending on torque at the input and speed,
Tclt is the torque lost at the clutch, if it is open, depending
on the speed difference of ICE and EM. igear and ira are
the gear ratio depending on the actual gear and the rear
axle ratio, the friction torques are given by look-up tables
based on measurements.
For given ICE speed (ωice) and torque, the fuel consump-
tion ṁf is given by a 2D look-up table which was identified
from measurements. The same holds for the EM power
consumption (Pem) with known speed (ωem) and torque
(Tem).
For the lithium-ion battery pack an equivalent circuit
model, as shown in Fig. 2, with a state of charge (xSOC)
dependent voltage source U0 and an also SoC dependent
resistance R is used. For charging and discharging different
resistance look-up tables Rchg and Rdis are used. For sim-
plicity, a constant battery temperature is assumed, which
is appropriate, because in the vehicle considered here the
battery temperature is controlled by a cooling system to
a certain temperature range.
With this the SoC derivative is

ẋSOC =
−Ibat

Qbat,max

=
−U0 +

√
U2

0 − 4 ·R · (Pem + Paux)

2 ·R ·Qbat,max
, (6)

where Ibat is the discharging current, Qbat,max the max-
imum battery capacity and Paux the power consumption
of the auxiliaries. Note that for discharging Ibat > 0 and
Pem + Paux > 0 hold.
The usable range of the SoC is restricted to the range
xSOC = 40 % . . . 90 %. Also note that high SoC values
restrict the recuperation power due to the cell voltage
limit.
Discrete states of the model are the actual gear ng =
{0, 1, . . . , ng,max}, the clutch state bclt = {open, closed}
and the engine state beng = {on,off}.
With this the model has 5 states:

x = [v, xSOC, ng, bclt, beng]T . (7)
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The torque inputs Tice, Tem and Tbrk are the continuous
inputs to the system. Discontinuous inputs are the gear
command ugear = {0, 1, . . . , ng,max}, the clutch-open com-
mand uclt = {close, open} and the engine-off command
ueng = {on, off}. As proposed in Back [2005], for more
efficient usage in dynamic programming the ICE torque
Teng and the brake torque Tbrk can be combined to a
generalized torque Tgen since braking and accelerating with
the ICE at the same time is an undesired mode. Also, the
gear command ugear and the clutch command uclt can be
combined in a single input ug = {−1, 0, 1, . . . , ng,max},
where −1 is the clutch-open command. Gear changing
with open clutch is still possible by opening the clutch
immediately after the gear change.
Hence, the input vector can be written as

u = [Tgen, Tem, ug, ueng]T . (8)

3. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

It is assumed that road slopes and desired velocities of
the trip are known in advance. Note that in this work,
a map position discretization is used instead of a time
discretization for the optimization problem. While with
time as independent variable, position would have to
be included as a state, position discretization allows for
omitting time as a state because the model is time-
invariant. A drawback of this approach is that sections
with a velocity of 0 km/h can’t be considered. Since this
work is considering a driver assistance system, this is an
acceptable limitation.
The input u is zero-order-hold discretized, which leads to

u(s) = uk, for s ∈ [sk, sk+1]. (9)

For simplifying the notation, x(sk) will be abbreviated
with xk. The general form of an optimal control problem
is the following:

min
u
J = min

u
JN(x(sN )) +

N−1∑
k=0

∆Jk(x(s),uk, s), (10)

s.t.

xk+1 = f(xk,uk, sk) ∀k ∈ 0, . . . , N − 1 (11)

0 ≥ g(xk,uk, sk) ∀k ∈ 0, . . . , N, (12)

where JN is the terminal stage cost and ∆Jk is the stage
transition cost at position sk and is g is the vector function
of the boundaries. The function f implements a Runge-
Kutta-type integration.
The main goals of the optimization are:

• minimization of fuel consumption
• small deviation from given desired velocity vdes

• charge sustainment over cycle

This leads to the following terminal stage cost JN and the
stage transition cost ∆Jk :

JN (x(sN )) = ξ1v
2
−(s), (13)

∆Jk(x(s),uk, s) =

∫ sk+1

sk

1

v(s)

[
ṁf(x(s),uk)

+ ξ2v+(s) + ξ3v
2
+(s) + ξ4v−(s) + ξ5v

2
−(s)

]
ds, (14)

where ξi are the weights, v− and v+ describe the deviation
from a desired value in negative respectively in positive
direction:

v−(s) = max{0, vdesired(s)− v(s)}, (15)

v+(s) = max{0, v(s)− vdesired(s)}. (16)

This cost function can lead to undesired behavior since
some degrees of freedom, namely the engine state and the
gear, are not addressed. This can result in fast toggling
in gear box and engine-on-off states. Another challenge is
possible toggling in the engine torque due to the fuel map.
This could be addressed by using the torque derivative as
new input and the torque as new state, thus increasing
computational time or by considerably increasing the
velocity weights, thus drastically reducing possible changes
in velocity. Both of these effects are undesirable. A third
option to reduce engine torque toggling is weighting the
deviation from the desired acceleration. With this method
the effect on the velocity variance is a lot smaller, thus it
is used here.
This leads to an augmented cost function in the optimal
control problem:

min
u
J = min

u
JN (x(sN )) +

N−1∑
k=0

∆Jk(x(s),u(s), s) (17)

with

∆Jk(x(s),u(s), s) = ∆Jk(x(s),u(s), s)

+

∫ sk+1

sk

1

v(s)
·
[
ξ6|a(x(s),uk, s)− ades(s)|

+ ξ7|a(x(s),uk, s)− ades(s)|2

+ ξ8I
2
bat(x(s),uk)

]
ds+ ξ9bgear shift,k

+ ξ10bengine on,k + ξ11bclutch close,k + ξ12Qsync,k

(18)

where bgear shift, bengine on and bclutch close are 1 if a gear
shift, engine on or clutch close event took place in the sec-
tion [sk, sk+1] and 0 otherwise. Qsync accounts for all ICE
and EM speed synchronizations during gear shifts, clutch
or engine events. The battery current plays an important
role for battery aging (Peterson et al. [2010]). Penalizing
the battery current in the cost function therefore reduces
battery aging. For comparing battery currents the C rate
is used further on. The C rate is current normalized to
battery capacity: a C rate of 1 is equal to the current
completely discharging the specific battery within one
hour.
In order to promote longer and more pure electric driving
and rolling phases, the weights ξi for velocity and acceler-
ation deviations could be reduced for these phases, leading
to weights ξi(ngear(s), bclt(s)), ∀i ∈ {2, . . . , 7} depending
on the gear and the clutch state. For the sake of readability,
these will be refered to as state dependent weights ξi(x(s))
from here on.
For increasing velocity variation another option is to intro-
duce a velocity band {vband,−, . . . , 0, . . . , vband,+} in which
the deviation is not penalized:

v−,mod(s) = max{0, vdesired(s)− v(s) + vband,−}, (19)

v+,mod(s) = max{0, v(s)− vdesired(s)− vband,+}. (20)

These terms can be used to replace v−(s) and v+(s) in
equation (14). Note that the deviation from the desired
velocity is bounded:

vlb(s) ≤ vdes(s) ≤ vub(s). (21)
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Table 1. Simulation scenario overview.

Scenario fixed
velocity

free
velocity

ξi(x) velocity
band
without
weight

ξ8 6= 0

Baseline × − − − −
Scenario 1 × − − − −
Scenario 2 − × − − −
Scenario 3 − × × − −
Scenario 4 − × × × −
Scenario 5 − × × − ×
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Fig. 3. Velocity and road grade used for simulation.

The bounds are defined by absolute maximum deviations
from the desired velocity in each direction and in case
of the upper bound also a relative maximum exceedance
of the speed limit. For numerical reasons, there is also a
small absolute lower bound on vlb(s). To guarantee charge
sustainment a constraint on the final SoC is used:

xSOC(sN ) ≥ xSOC(s0). (22)

The physical constraints on e.g. engine, motor and battery
are also considered in the optimization formulation, but
are omitted here.

4. RESULTS

A round trip consisting of road grade and speed limits on
a country road near Ulm, Germany, is taken as driving
cycle for the simulation. As shown in Fig. 3, it is a hilly
road with a grade between -8 % and 9.3 %, sections with
desired velocities of 100 km/h and 30 km/h and a total length
of 35.6 km.
For comparison, a baseline strategy with an ECMS energy
management system is used which is characterized by a
fixed equivalence factor achieving charge sustainment, gear
shifting look-up tables and a PI-controller following the
desired velocity very closely.
For the optimal control problem (17) the following scenar-
ios are considered (see also Table 1):

• Scenario 1: Fixed velocity profile
• Scenario 2: Variable velocity profile and constant

weights ξi, no battery current weighting
• Scenario 3: Variable velocity profile, state dependent

velocity and acceleration weights ξi(x) (reduced for
neutral gear and open clutch), no battery current
weighting
• Scenario 4: Variable velocity profile, state dependent

velocity and acceleration weights ξi(x), small velocity
band without weighting, no battery current weighting
• Scenario 5: Variable velocity profile, state dependent

velocity and acceleration weights ξi(x), battery cur-
rent weighting

The weights ξi have been determined iteratively by simula-
tions and subsequent drivability checks. They were chosen
to avoid undesired behavior, like gear or engine toggling or
stationary deviation from the desired velocity. For the ve-
locity optimization a deviation of ±8 km/h from the desired
velocity is allowed. The initial conditions are always

s0 = 0 km (23)
v(s0)

xSOC(s0)
ng(s0)
bclt(s0)
beng(s0)

 =


100 km/h

70 %
7
0
1

 . (24)

The main results can be seen in Table 2.
As can be seen, the baseline scenario is far from the global
optimal DP wrt. to fuel consumption and gear shifts. The
constant equivalence factor needed for charge sustainment
leads to a high SoC level compared to the DP solution
with fixed velocity, see Fig. 4, reducing the recuperation
potential due to the upper voltage of the battery pack
(km 20-21, km 23-24). Another characteristic of the DP
solution is the usage of overboosts (applying EM torques
while ICE is at full power) to avoid down shifts (km 18-
19), leading to a higher driving comfort, but also a smaller
or no power reserve which is however acceptable in case of
a predictive cruise controller. The torques in the figures
are normalized to the maximum achievable positive and
negative torques. Note that negative generalized engine
torques are normalized to two times the engine drag torque
due to a better visualization, thus engine torques smaller
than − 1

2 are service brake torques. Figure 4 also shows
that the DP solution has longer phases of pure electric
driving (km 19-22). A drawback of the low SoC level of
the DP solution in this driving cycle is the need for active
battery charging which uses additional fuel near the end
of the cycle. Note that the difference in driving time is
mainly due to a velocity excess in the baseline scenario at
the 30 km/h sections, where the PI-controller is not able to
reduce the velocity fast enough.
When also optimizing the velocity trajectory, this addi-

tional degree of freedom is mainly used to increase the
numbers of pure electric driving phases or increase their
length by decelerating to reduce the power demand of the
vehicle. This can lead to locally different SoC trajectories
and a slightly increased driving time. Further decreasing
the weights for desired velocity deviation during pure
electric driving or coasting in neutral gear leads to further
reduction in fuel consumption, while only slightly increas-
ing the driving time. Note that in both cases the velocity
deviations mainly occur in phases where the engine is
turned off which are further promoted. Note that this also
leads to a more distinct use of kinetic energy thus slightly
reducing the average C rate and reducing battery wear.
Since both cases are qualitatively very similar, Fig. 5 only
shows a comparison between DP with fixed velocity and
DP with state dependent weights ξi(x). In this figure,
several typical velocity patterns can be seen:

• Reduction of powertrain torque in front of a downhill
grade while recovering velocity due to the grade
without the use of fuel (see km 19)

• Gain of momentum in front of an uphill slope, using
the kinetic energy to save fuel during the slope (see
km 14.5, km 21)
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Table 2. Simulation results: Comparison between different weighting approaches.

Scenario Fuel consumption
(normalized)

Trip duration
(normalized)

Gear shifts Engine-off to
trip time ratio

Mean velocity
deviation

Average C rate

Baseline 100.0 % 100.0 % 76 50.5 % 0.2 km/h 10.2
Scenario 1 98.4 % 100.1 % 16 52.9 % 0.0 km/h 11.6
Scenario 2 96.1 % 100.7 % 13 55.8 % 0.6 km/h 12.5
Scenario 3 94.1 % 100.7 % 15 62.1 % 1.1 km/h 11.3
Scenario 4 93.2 % 99.9 % 15 62.5 % 1.9 km/h 10.7
Scenario 5 93.9 % 100.2 % 21 61.0 % 1.7 km/h 6.8
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Fig. 4. Comparison of baseline scenario and DP with fixed
velocity.

• Additional pure electric driving phase, while decel-
erating (see km 15.5). Although locally leading to
significant fuel savings, additional fuel must be used
later on to regain speed and battery charge
• Lower velocity weights also allow coasting in neutral

gear (instead of recuperation, see km 21)
• When switching to a lower velocity set point, the

deceleration is reduced and stretched in time to
allow for more recuperation which would otherwise
be missed due to recuperation power limitations (see
Fig. 6).

Including an additional band in which the velocity devi-
ation is not penalized leads to a further increase in fuel
economy. Note that a negative deviation should always
be weighted, or else trip time drastically increases. For
scenario 4, a velocity exceedance of up to +2 km/h is not
penalized (vband,− = 0 km/h, vband,+ = 2 km/h). Note that
the difference in trip time is mainly due to an increased
velocity of up to 33 km/h in the 30 km/h sections (see Fig. 6).
The reason for this is a smaller velocity delta when accel-
erating back to 100 km/h. Also variation in potential and
kinetic energy usage is increased and in turn usage of
the electric system is slightly decreased, leading to higher
velocity deviations.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of DP with fixed velocity and DP with
free velocity and state dependent weights ξi(x).
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Fig. 6. Velocity trajectory in scenario 3 and 4 for changes
in the desired velocity.

All these scenarios have high average C rates in com-
parison to scenario 5. Penalizing the battery current al-
lows for reducing C rates without significant increase in
fuel consumption. In Fig. 7, the scenarios 3 and 5 (with
and without current weight) are compared. Note that the
average C rate could be drastically reduced while even
achieving a slightly lower fuel consumption, compared
to scenario 3, which is advantageous for battery aging
(Peterson et al. [2010]). The slightly higher fuel efficiency
is due to the higher average SoC level, eliminating the
need for active battery charging at the end of the trip.
Note that this behavior depends on the considered driving
cycle. In a driving cycle with a longer recuperation phase
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Fig. 7. Comparison of DP with free velocity and state
dependent weights ξi(x) and DP with additional
current weight.

at the end, the effect on fuel efficiency may be substantially
different. The chosen current penalty has high influence
on the overall cost which is reducing the influence of the
velocity penalties and therefore, indirectly, increases the
velocity deviations by about 50 % (see Table 2), leading to
a reduced driving time, but also an increasing overall cost.
In Fig. 7, the typical velocity behavior described above is
present in both trajectories. Note that there are only small
changes in the pure electric driving phases, however active
battery charging (e.g. km 22.5 and 24.5) and overboosts
(e.g. km 24 and 26) are significantly reduced, leading to an
increase in gear shifts. Due to the reduced influence of the
velocity weights additional rolling phases in neutral gear
are introduced (see km 25.5).

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an optimal control problem was proposed
to determine the potential of a HEV operational strategy
controlling gear shift, torque split, and velocity at the same
time. It was shown that the additional degree of freedom
for the velocity decreases fuel consumption by about 6.8 %
compared to an ECMS-based strategy and about 4.3 %
compared to the DP solution with fixed velocity, while
only slightly increasing trip time.
Additionally, penalizing the battery current can greatly
decrease the load on the battery and therefore reduce
battery aging while maintaining fuel efficiency. This is due
to higher deviations from the desired velocity.
The proposed approach can be used in further research
to design and evaluate control algorithms combining both
economic driving and energy management.
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